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Introduction: 
Lipedema is a common, unrecognized connective tissue disorder seen to affect 
the adipose tissues in the lower extremities and sometimes in the upper 
extremities as well. It has been estimated that almost 11% of women are 
affected worldwide[1]. It is seen to affect the buttocks, thighs and legs in the 
lower extremities sparing the feet more often. It affects the arms and forearms 
less commonly while sparing the hands. Lipedema is rare in men. Puberty, 
pregnancy, menopause and stressful conditions trigger the onset of 
lipedema[2].  
Allen and Hines from Mayo clinic USA [3] and Monocorps from Germany 
[4]gave a detailed description about lipedema in 1940 but still remains to be 
largely unrecognized.  Lipedema has been included in the International 
Classification of diseases (ICD- 11) of the World Health Organization as a 
separate clinical entity in the category “Certain noninflammatory disorders of 
subcutaneous fat,” code EF02.2. According to ICD-11 description, “Lipedema is 
characterized by non-pitting diffuse “fatty” swelling, usually confined to the legs, 
thighs, hips and upper arms. It may be confused with lymphedema”[5]. The 
diagnostic criteria for lipedema were first described in 1951 by Wold etal 
[6]and have been modified in recent years by Herbst[7]. Lipedema is often 
associated with comorbidities such as lymphedema, obesity, venous 
disorders, joint disorders, hormonal fluctuations, and genetic abnormalities.

 
Figure 1: Lipedema and its association with comorbidities 

Lipedema and lymphedema 
Lipedema is often confused with obesity or lymphedema due to the increased 
lower body size [8]. Many patients suffering from lipedema are treated for 
lymphedema due to misconception. Foldi and Foldi (2012) suggest that 15-
17% of women being treated for lymphedema have lipedema as well. In late 
stages of lipedema, lymphatic dysfunction is a frequent finding. However 
there are many distinct characteristics that differentiate lymphedema from 
lipedema [9,10,11]. In lipedema patients, the swelling around the ankles in the 
legs and at the wrist in the upper limb usually stops abruptly giving an ankle 
cuff and wrist cuff like appearance along with sparing of the feet and hands. 
Lymphoscintigraphy studies in lipedema have demonstrated microcirculation 
changes especially in the lymphatic vessels suggesting lymphostasis 
[12,13,14,15]. There is a loss of elastic recoil of lymphatic vessels in lipedema. 
This allows more fluid to enter the interstitial space and accumulate between 
the dermal skin fibers [16,17]. There is an inhibition of lymph flow and 
leakage of lymphatics and capillaries in gynoid fat [18]. Manual lymphatic 
drainage as a treatment results in reduction of symptoms and circumference 
of the limb confirming the existence of the lymphatic component [19]. 
Idiopathic cyclic edema and cellulite are two aggravating factors associated 
with edema which are common accompaniments in lipedema [19]. According 
to a study in the publication phase, 10% have idiopathic cyclic edema and 
cellulite in more than 50% of women [20]. All these multiple factors are 
involved in the formation of edema leading to an overload in the lymphatic 
system. The hallmark of lipedema is a narrow waist, disproportionate adipose 
tissue deposition in the extremities, more in the lower body, while the hands 
and feet appear normal [21]. Stemmers’s sign is negative in a typical case of 
lipedema [22] where the skin over the dorsum of the foot adjacent to 2nd and 
3rd toes can be pinched. Lipedema is a progressive disease whose progress is 
not uniform [9,22,23]. 
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Abstract 

Lipedema is a relatively common, unrecognized connective tissue disorder. It affects about 11% of women across the globe. In lipedema, there 
is symmetrical abnormal deposition of fat especially in the lower extremities. Lipedema can be accompanied with pain, spider veins and easy 
bruising. Lipedema is rare in men. The disease is progressive in nature. Trigger points for lipedema appear to be puberty, pregnancy and 

menopause. The disease affects various aspects of the connective tissues like lymphatics, veins, skin, ligaments and even joints as it progresses. 
Oestrogen and progesterone abnormalities seem to have a role in the progression of the condition. Lipedema also appears to have a genetic 
predisposition. Lipedema is classified into 4 stages depending on the degree and type of abnormal fat deposition. The severe form can be 

confused with Dercum’s disease. Depending on the site of deposition of abnormal fat, lipedema is also classified into 5 different types. 
Lipedema is often confused to be obesity or lymphedema and treated accordingly. Treatments are based on the stages and types of lipedema.  
Lipedema is extremely difficult to manage with diet, exercises and bariatric surgery alone. All treatments are focused around improving the 

quality of life, improving physical abilities and appearances. 
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Figure 2: Comparison between lipedema and lymphedema 
 Lipedema and obesity 
Lipedema is different from obesity. However lipedema and obesity can coexist 
and can be seen in almost 75% of women [24]. Lipedema is characterized by 
a narrow torso but with an oversized lower body and sometimes the upper 
limbs. Obesity is characterized by a large midsection and may or may not be 
accompanied with large limbs. Progressive growth of adipose tissue in the 
lower body restricts the ability to exercise which could have an effect on 
weight gain leading to obesity. The adipose tissue under the skin in lipedema 
could have a rice grain texture and progress to nodular with a “beans in a bag” 
feel and can be significantly tender to pressure and touch. The main 
aggravating factor of edema in lipedema is obesity. Kinking of the lymph 
vessels due to the engulfing surrounding adipose tissue leads to overload and 
formation of lymphedema. A combination of effective lymphatic drainage 
techniques and prophylactic weight loss and fat reduction helps avoid 
aggravation of the condition are some of the best therapeutic approaches. 
Lipedema, one of the Rare Adipose Disorders (RAD) which includes multiple 
symmetric lipomatosis (MSL) and Dercum’s disease is often confused with 
obesity. Standard lifestyle changes like, reduced caloric intake and increased 
physical activity are effective for obesity and for obesity component of RADs 
[7]. Lipedema patients in contrast to obese patients have a lower risk to 
develop diabetes mellitus. 

 
Figure 3: Comparison between lipedema and obesity 
Lipedema and joint disorders  
 Pain in the knee joints and low back due to lordosis and changes in the 
structure of the spine, tendons and ligaments is not uncommon in lipedema 
[17]. Hypermobile joints are seen in almost 50% [7] of women suffering from 
lipedema with features consistent with Ehlers Danlos syndrome.  Nearly 41% 
of women have arthritis of the knee joints [21]. Progressive accumulation of 
fat in the inner thighs and fat pads around the knees results in a genu valgum 
and overpronation of the foot resulting in differential erosion and early wear 
and tear of the joint cartilages. Degeneration of the knee and hip joints may 
worsen as lipedema progresses [25]. This could lead to early knee joint 
replacement. 

 
Figure 4: Joint disorders in lipedema 
Lipedema and venous disorders 
Venous disorders like spider veins or venous telengactasia and varicose veins 
is seen to be associated with lipedema in almost 39-53% of women [26]. The 
presence of spider veins in lipedema could be one of the reasons for the aches 
and heavy feelings of the legs which get worse after sitting or standing for 
prolonged periods of time. Varicose veins in lipedema need to be addressed 
depending on various factors like the size in proportion to the limb volume, 
tortuosity and reflux. Lower limb cellulitis or skin ulceration is more often 
seen in lymphedema rather than in lipedema unless secondary lipo-
lymphedema has developed. Swelling in lymphedema affects the ankles and 
feet. In lipedema, the swelling is seen in thighs and buttocks rather than in the 
feet [19]. 
Lower extremity ultrasound to assess venous competency can be helpful to 
confirm the diagnosis. If CT or MRI studies are performed as part of initial 
workup, the absence of circumferential fatty hypertrophy will exclude 
lipedema as a contributing factor. 

 
Figure 5: Venous problems in lipedema 
Lipedema and hormonal fluctuations 
The progression of lipedema is slow in some women and rapid in others. This 
could be due to the relative sensitivity and activity of the hormones, especially 
oestrogen released in the body. Fat angiogenesis is necessary to maintain 
adipose tissue health while also promoting growth and expansion [27]. 
Vascular endothelial growth factors (VEGFs) are a family of secreted proteins 
which act through receptor kinases to initiate angiogenesis, the branching of 
new capillaries from an existing vascular bed [28]. Investigation between the 
relation of estrogen and VEGF reported an upregulation of VEGFA expression 
with estrogen treatment, indicating the importance of estrogen in VEGF 
regulation [29,30]. Estrogen, a key regulator of adipocyte lipid and glucose 
metabolism, and female- associated body fat distribution are postulated to 
play a contributory role in the pathophysiology of lipedema [31]. 
Hypothyroidism was found in almost 27-37% of women affected by lipedema 
[32,33]. 
Lipedema and genetic abnormalities: 
Lipedema is seen to occur in many women in certain families which gives an 
impression that it is nothing unnatural resulting in acceptance and neglect 
until late. It has been found that up to 64% of women give a family history of 
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lipedema and hence a genetic history is strongly suggested [7]. Eleven genes 
related to syndromic lipedema, involved in seven different comorbidities have 
been identified [34]. The most prominent gene variant found is AKR1C1, a 
gene that has been involved in progesterone metabolism [35], and is highly 
expressed in adipocytes and subcutaneous fat [36] in lipedema. 
Morphology of lipedema fat: 
A comparative study of stem cells derived from normal and lipedema 
subcutaneous tissue from lateral thigh was done. Lateral adipose tissues 
revealed a significant increase in the number of cells accompanied by 
elongated, partly spindle shaped appearance with rounded nuclei at 11-14 
days without adipogenic stimuli. However with adipogenic stimuli on days 7 
and 14 of culture, the cell morphology changed from having a spindle- like 
appearance to adipocyte- like shape [37]. Subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) 
from the lower extremities in lipedema patients showed hypertrophic and 
hyperplastic adipocytes and increased intercellular fibrosis [38,39]. There is  
report that adipose tissue of lipedema individual undergoes major structural 
and functional reprogramming [38],including increased unstimulated lipid 
release [40], tissue inflammation, and excessive fluid accumulation [38,41]. 
Depending on the amount of abnormal fat accumulation lipedema is classified 
into 4 stages. 
Stages of lipedema 
As the disease advances, lipedema involves accumulation of fluid in the fat. 
Enlarged blood vessels, skin microangiopathy, and various forms of nodules 
(i.e., rice-grain, pearl- sized or larger-sized nodules in loose connective tissue) 
are observed during the progression of lipedema in women [41,42,43]. Based 
on the tissue structure, mobilizing pattern, and pathology, lipedema is 
characterized by 4 progressive stages.  
Stage 1 patients present with a smooth skin texture, an enlarged subdermis, 
pearl-sized nodules in a hypertrophic SAT layer (which are painful once in a 
while), and a subdermal pebble-like feel due to underlying LCT fibrosis. 
Stage 2 features are skin depressions with pearl to apple-sized masses 
forming in the skin, palpable nodules, and bands of perilobular fascia that 
thicken and contract, and inflammatory appearance of the skin (due to 
progressive fibrotic changes), and pulling down of the skin in   matt ress 
pattern (due to excess tissue). 
Stage3 feature more painful, increased lipedema tissue that is more fibrotic in 
texture with numerous large subdermal nodules and overhanging lobules of 
tissue, as well as fat on the arms, hips, thighs, around knees and shins. The skin 
becomes thin and loses elasticity allowing SAT to grow excessively and fold 
over itself. This inhibits flow of lymph [33] and there could be venous reflux, 
eventually leading to lipolymphedema or lymphedema. 
In stage 4, lipedema is characterized by lipolymphedema (concomitant 
lymphedema) which develops in the presence of both lipedema and 
lymphedema, featuring large overhangs of fat tissue on the legs or arms, and 
large extrusions on the legs that progress to lipolymphedema, thus 
representing a more advanced stage in most cases [8]. Lipolymphedema (a 
condition similar to lymphedema) can occur in all stages [44]. This is one of 
the main reason lipedema is often confused with other metabolic disorders, 
such as lymphedema, obesity, lipodystrophies, and other fat-related diseases 
[45].  

Stages of lipedema 

Stage 1 Even skin surface with large hypodermis 

Stage 2 Uneven skin pattern, development of nodular 
subcutaneous nodules, lipomas and/ or 
angiolipomas 

Stage 3 Large growths of nodular fat with severe contour 
deformity of thighs, around knees and shins. Skin 
folds develop 

Stage 4 All of the above features of stage 3 with 
lipolymphedema 

 
Table 1 

 
Figure 6: Different stages of lipedema 
Types of lipedema: 
Based on the pattern of fat distribution and site of involvement, lipedema is 
classified into 5 different types (2). 
Type 1: Unusual increase in size of the hips alone is seen. The thighs and legs 
are normal. 
Type 2: The hips and thighs increase in size abnormally. The legs are not 
affected. 
Type 3: The entire lower body increases in the size abnormally, i.e., the 
buttocks to ankles. The feet below the ankles are not affected. 
Type 4: There is abnormal increase in size of the arms and sometimes the 
forearms. The hands are spared. 
Type 5: There is an abnormal increase in the size of the legs from knees to 
ankles which appear more cylindrical in the early stages and may have lumpy 
fat deposits on the upper shin area later. The feet are generally not affected. 
The commonest combinations seen are type 2 & 4 and type 3 & 4. Isolated type 
5 is uncommon. Only arms may be affected in 30% of lipedema cases [41]. 

 
Figure 7: Different types of lipedema based on site of fat distribution 
Differential diagnosis of lipedema: 
Lipedema has to be clearly distinguished from other entities. Lipedema is 
often misdiagnosed and differential diagnosis can be challenging. 
Benign lipohypertrophy morphologically may resemble lipedema. The most 
common form being “the riding breeches” obesity where upper extremities 
are rarely affected [46]. Lipohypertrophy presents without pain, edema or 
bruising [47] in contrast to lipedema. Though it is not entirely clear that they 
are separate entities, it is thought that lipedema may develop from 
lipohypertrophy over time [48]. 
Primary lymphedema is another differential diagnosis of lipedema which may 
also affect women around puberty. Lipedema presents with symmetrical 
swelling while primary lymphedema is usually asymmetrical. While 
lymphedema starts at the toes first, lipedema starts at the thighs first. One 
clinical differentiating factor is the Stemmer’s sign which is positive in 
lymphedema and negative in lipedema [49]. Another significant difference is 
the presence of pain and frequent bruising in lipedema which is absent in 
lymphedema. A visible lymphedema can however occur in any stage of 
lipedema [33]. 
Dercum’s disease is a condition characterised by generalized obesity and 
painful fatty tumors in the adipose tissue occurring almost exclusively in 
women. The tumors are found typically in the extremities without 
involvement of the feet. It develops around menopause with muscular 
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weakness and fatigue, emotional disturbance, depression and alcohol abuse 
being potential features [50]. However, there is a controversy whether 
Dercum’s disease is a separate entity or just a variant of lipedema. 
Madelung’s disease, also known as benign symmetrical lipomatosis and 
Launois-Bensaude disease is a disorder of fat metabolism resulting in unusual 

accumulation of fat deposits around the neck (type 1), shoulder and upper 
arms (type2), or pelvis (type 3). The condition is almost exclusively seen in 
men and is associated with alcohol abuse and liver damage [51]. 
Phlebolymphedema is the result of chronic venous insufficiency. Typical 
symptoms are skin discoloration, varicose veins and ulcer formations in the 
legs. It may occur in men or women and can affect one or both limbs 
simultaneously. Women with lipedema having varicose veins may develop 
phlebolymphedema [48]. Ultrasound examination in phlebolymphedema 
shows pathologic changes. 
Lipedema is frequently misdiagnosed as obesity. While lipedema usually 
affects the lower and/ or upper limbs not affecting the feet and hands, obesity 
can affect the whole body. There is minimal response to diet and exercise in 
chronic lipedema patients which can be frustrating because there is less 
weight reduction in the limbs compared to trunk [52]. There is little  
response in lipedema affected areas even after extreme weight loss measures 
like bariatric  
surgery. The hallmark of symmetrical fat increase is shared by lipedema and 
obesity [53]. There is a risk of progression into lipedema in women who 
cannot have a sustained weight loss. This seems more likely in women 
experiencing periods of weight loss followed by periods of weight gain [43]. 
Bariatric surgery may be a successful way of maintaining non lipedema weight 
loss [54]. 
Table 2: Differential diagnosis of lipedema 
Pathogenesis: 
The cause for lipedema is still largely unexplained. It may be in order to 
understand what we know so far while searching for the unknown. There is 
an occurrence of both adipose hypertrophy and hyperplasia which results in 
initial swelling in lipedema [55]. The lymphatic system seems to be 
functioning normally in the early stages inspite of increased interstitial fluid 
[56]. In the presence of increased interstitial fluid there is thickening of the 
interstitium secondary to elevated hydrostatic pressure, in addition to 
enlarged adipocytes [57,58]. The edema appears to be due to overwhelming 
of the lymphatic pump rather than a true dysfunction within the lymphatic 
system. In progressing lipedema, the lymphatic channels stretch and dilate 
resulting in microaneurysms which have a tendency to leak. The leaking 
microaneurysms and increased interstitial fluid results in late stage 
lipolymphedema [56,59,60,61] which results in capillary fragility and leakage 
corresponding to easy bruising and telengiectasis seen in lipedema patients 
[62,63]. In addition there appears to be an influx of inflammatory cells within 
the interstitium contributing to adipocyte hypertrophy [9]. 
Management: 
Treatment options for lipedema are limited presently due to incomplete 
understanding of the pathophysiology, there are many unanswered questions 
regarding optimal therapeutic management [64,65]. Understanding patient  
expectations, available treatment options and tailoring to suit the needs of the 

patient to provide relief is an essential part of lipedema management. While 
patients are initially relieved to receive an accurate diagnosis of their 
condition, it is imperative to provide available solutions to minimize 
disappointment and psychological distress. 
The aims of lipedema treatment are to identify the disease early and reduce 

lower extremity symptoms and functional limitations while preventing or 
arresting the progression of the disease. An etiology based treatment for 
lipedema is presently unavailable and so effective treatment should also 
target factors that negatively impact lipedema such as obesity, presence of 
venous or lymphatic edema, decreased physical activity and incorrect insight 
into the disease [66,67]. 
Conservative therapies 
As lipedema is a chronic, disabling and progressive condition accompanied by 
extremity pain, loss of strength, deterioration in physical activity and 
depression, the ultimate goal is to reverse, stall progression or atleast slow the 
progression. Therapeutic interventions to enable an active lifestyle by 
improving strength and fitness should be the ultimate goal. 
Dietary modifications cannot alter the fat distribution in lipedema patients but 
can improve prognosis and general well-being. A combination of early weight 
reduction and diet changes may reduce the local inflammatory changes 
preventing an exacerbation of lipedema [39,68,69]. Obesity is also an 
important condition that can be modified for which cooperation with a 
dietician is necessary[70].  
Exercise is known to have a beneficial effect on fat tissue. Fat tissue in 
lipedema is highly resistant to exercise unlike in obesity [7]. Adipose tissue 
increase induces macrophage infiltration causing slow systemic infiltration 
[71,72]. Walking, cycling and aerobics and exercises in water have been found 
to be effective by reducing strain on the joints and increasing lymph drainage 
in lipedema patients. Calorie utilization is more with water resistance. 
However water exercises alone is not useful in weight reduction [73]. 
The existence of relevant edema component must be determined before 
initiating treatment. Compression therapy and compression garments may be 
useful in reducing or controlling edema while it stimulates the arterial, venous 
and lymphatic flow [74]. Intermittent compression therapy also has been 
found to be a useful tool in containing edema. However, compression has no 
role in reducing the growth of fat in lipedema. 
Medical management: 
Use of medicines in lipedema should focus on reducing tissue edema, 
inflammation, pain and fibrosis. Diuretics helps in reducing edema but should 
be used for long as the edema is primarily due to inflammation [75]. Diosmin, 
a biologically active phenol has been found to improve venous elasticity, 
reduces microvascular permeability and improves vascular, neuropathic and 
radicular pain in people with chronic venous disease and can be considered 
for treatment of lipedema [76,77]. Metformin inhibits hypoxia-induced 
fibrosis in adipose tissue and should be considered for use in lipedema [78]. 
Thyroid function should be assessed in women with lipedema. Vitamin D and 
Selenium are found to be decreased in obese and lipedema and 
supplementation should be considered. 
Reduction in metabolic complications is a beneficial effect following weight 
reduction in non lipedema obesity [79]. A BMI of greater than 50 kg/m2 can 

Disease Lipedema Lipohypertrop
hy 

Obesity Lymphedema Dercum’s Madelung’s Phebolymphedema  

Age of onset Puberty   Puberty  Any age Any age Menopause  Middle age Any age 

Gender  Women   Women  Men/ women Men/ women Women   Men  Men/ women 

Fat 
distribution 

Lower/ upper 
extremities 

Lower 
extremities 

Generalized  Extremities  Extremities  Neck, shoulder, 
arms 

Lower limbs 

Place of 
origin 

Hips/ thighs Riding breeches Generalized  Feet  Extremities  Neck, shoulder, 
arms 

One or both limbs 

Pain  May be present No  No  No  Yes  Yes  Yes   

Bruising  Yes  No  No  No  Maybe  No  No  

Spider veins Yes No No No No No No  

Stemmer’s 
sign 

-ve -ve +ve/ -ve +ve -ve -ve -ve 

Substance 
abuse 

No No No No Alcohol Alcohol No  
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induce metabolic complications, lymphedema and exacerbate lipedema [80]. 
Surgical management: 
Surgical options should be considered for patients who are symptomatic or 
noticing progressing disease despite conservative measures. Presence of 
incompetent varicose veins should be assessed and should be treated to 
reduce the increased incidence of bleeding during liposuction. Care should be 
taken to protect the lymphatic and venous system at all times. Lipectomy with 
skin excision can be considered in certain conditions where contour needs to 
be addressed. The tumescent technique and water assisted liposuction were 
found to be beneficial in protecting the lymphatic system. Liposuction 
improves pain, swelling, function, physical appearance and quality of life 
[25,81,82]. More than two sessions are often required to treat the extremities 
adequately along its entire length. It is presumed that no new fat cells will be 
formed after surgery. Limits of safety and cosmetic consequences should be 
considered while removing as much of fat as is possible to prevent 
recurrences. The limited remaining fat cells might cause minor visible tissue 
growth. Following surgery conservative treatment methods can be 
terminated or reduced in over 65% of treated patients. However, they are 
necessary occasionally and quality of life, sensitivity and mobility are 
improved noticeably [21].  
Summary:  
Lipedema is a common but underdiagnosed and often misdiagnosed entity. 
Lipedema was recognized by WHO in 2019 as a separate disease entity. An 
increased awareness about lipedema is essential among clinicians to identify 
and treat affected lipedema patients effectively. Early detection and treatment 
should be made to alleviate the symptoms, improve function and quality of 
life. Conservative therapies like compression bandages, stockings and 
garments and lymphatic compression pumps are the main pillars for lipedema 
treatment and complement to improve surgical outcomes. Lymphatic vessel 
sparing liposuction and occasional excisional lipectomy can be considered for 
patients not responding well to conservative treatments. Adequate 
liposuction appears to be the most effective surgical treatment with long term 
benefits to date. Varicose veins should be addressed timely to avoid associated 
late complications as necessary. 
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